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Neural oscillatory dynamics are a candidate mechanism to steer perception of time and temporal rate change. While oscillator models of
time perception are strongly supported by behavioral evidence, a direct link to neural oscillations and oscillatory entrainment has not yet
been provided. In addition, it has thus far remained unaddressed how context-induced illusory percepts of time are coded for in oscillator
models of time perception. To investigate these questions, we used magnetoencephalography and examined the neural oscillatory
dynamics that underpin pitch-induced illusory percepts of temporal rate change. Human participants listened to frequency-modulated
sounds that varied over time in both modulation rate and pitch, and judged the direction of rate change (decrease vs increase). Our results
demonstrate distinct neural mechanisms of rate perception: Modulation rate changes directly affected listeners’ rate percept as well as the
exact frequency of the neural oscillation. However, pitch-induced illusory rate changes were unrelated to the exact frequency of the neural
responses. The rate change illusion was instead linked to changes in neural phase patterns, which allowed for single-trial decoding of
percepts. That is, illusory underestimations or overestimations of perceived rate change were tightly coupled to increased intertrial phase
coherence and changes in cerebro-acoustic phase lag. The results provide insight on how illusory percepts of time are coded for by neural
oscillatory dynamics.

Introduction
Perception of time is a core human ability (Grondin, 2008). To
explain temporal phenomena, an important line of research fo-
cuses on the potential role of oscillatory processes. In an oscillator
model of time perception, an internal oscillator characterized by
natural oscillatory dynamics adapts its period and phase by en-
training to rhythmic external stimulation, thereby providing a
metric for measuring the passage of time (Large and Jones, 1999;
Barnes and Jones, 2000; McAuley and Jones, 2003).

Importantly, neural oscillations provide a likely candidate for
a neural instantiation of oscillator models of time perception
(Large, 2008). Neural activity entrains to a variety of rhythmic
stimulation rates (Herrmann, 2001; Picton et al., 2003; Lakatos et
al., 2005, 2013; Henry and Obleser, 2012), thus providing a brain
mechanism capable of flexibly tracking temporally-structured
external stimuli. Consistent with oscillator models, entrainment
of neural oscillations is presumed to reflect alignment of high
neural excitability phases to events occurring in time (Schroeder
and Lakatos, 2009; Buzsáki et al., 2012). The entrained neural
frequency and neural phase of an oscillator and its (a)synchrony

with external events provides the means to judge time (McAuley,
1995; Large, 2008).

Notably, perceived time is not necessarily a precise reflection
of physical features (veridical percepts), but can be influenced by
contextual factors such as visual space (Jones and Huang, 1982),
sound intensity (Alards-Tomalin et al., 2013), or pitch (Shigeno,
1986; Boltz, 1998, 2011; Henry and McAuley, 2009). In particu-
lar, the pitch trajectory of a stimulus has been shown to distort
perceived stimulus timing (Shigeno, 1986; Henry and McAuley,
2009, 2013). Furthermore, time–pitch interactions in auditory
perception are hypothesized to occur at auditory sensory levels
(Shigeno, 1986), thus, in cortical regions that are related to pitch
processing (Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2008; Griffiths et al.,
2010) and that entrain to rhythmic auditory stimuli (Giraud et
al., 2000; Lakatos et al., 2005, 2013).

Importantly, oscillator models of time perception are strongly
supported by behavioral findings (Barnes and Jones, 2000, Jones et
al., 2002), but lack evidence of a direct connection to neural oscilla-
tory dynamics. Furthermore, oscillator models do not comment on
how pitch-induced perceptual illusions of time are coded in the in-
ternal oscillator’s period and phase. The current study was designed
to examine these questions. We investigated the perceived modula-
tion rate of a continuous rhythmic (frequency-modulated) stimulus
that varied over time in both modulation rate and pitch. The mod-
ulation rate of the stimulus either increased (speeding up) or de-
creased (slowing down) over the duration of the sound, while
changes in pitch were used as a manipulation to induce illusory
percepts of modulation rate change (Boltz, 1998, 2011).

We used magnetoencephalography (MEG) to investigate (1)
how the rate–pitch interdependence is coded in neural oscillatory
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dynamics, (2) whether veridical and illusory percepts of time are
coded for by different neural mechanisms, and, more specifically,
(3) whether changes in pitch, if affecting perceived rate changes,
influence the exact oscillatory frequency of the neural responses.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Eighteen adults participated in the current study (age range: 22–33 years;
9 male). They were all right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), did not report any
neurological diseases nor hearing problems in their past, gave written
informed consent before the experiment, and were paid 7 Euros per hour
for their participation. The study was in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki and approved by the local ethics committee of the University
of Leipzig.

Acoustic stimulation
All stimuli were created in Matlab (v7.11; The MathWorks) using an
adapted version of the vco.m function, and were sampled at 44.1 kHz and
24 bit resolution. In brief, the vco.m function generates a sine wave with
time-sensitive frequency modulations by manipulating the phase angles
of the wave. Stimuli consisted of frequency-modulated (FM) sounds with
a duration of �4.5 s, in which Modulation Rate (decrease; no change;
increase) and Pitch (decrease; no change; increase) were manipulated in
a 3 � 3 design (Fig. 1a).

For the factor Modulation Rate, the carrier frequency of the sounds
was modulated by a sinusoidal function, where the modulation rate ei-
ther linearly decreased from 3.95 to 3.28 Hz (rate-decrease condition),
remained constant at 3.95 Hz (rate-no-change condition), or linearly
increased from 3.95 to 4.62 Hz (rate-increase condition) over the dura-

tion of the sound. The modulation depth was fixed at �20% of the mean
carrier frequency, which took on one of 10 values ranging from 1150 to
1550 Hz.

For the factor Pitch, the carrier frequency itself was manipulated such
that it either linearly decreased from 120 to 80% of the mean carrier
frequency (pitch-decrease condition), remained constant at 100%
(pitch-no-change condition), or linearly increased from 80 to 120%
(pitch-increase condition) over the duration of the sound. For carrier
frequency manipulations, modulation depth was scaled accordingly and
thus remained consistent with the logarithmic nature of the auditory
system (Fig. 1a).

Note also that stimuli were not exactly 4.5 s in duration but shorter or
longer by one quarter of a cycle of the ending modulation rate. This was
done to ensure that half of the trials ended in the rising phase of the
frequency modulation and the other half in the falling phase. Hence, any
perceptual differences potentially arising from different final trajectories
of the sounds’ frequency were controlled for across trials. The starting
phase of the frequency modulation was always zero.

Procedure
Sounds were presented via in-ear headphones at 60 dB above the partic-
ipants’ individual hearing threshold, which was determined for a 1500
Hz tone at the beginning of the experiment.

Each experimental trial in the MEG experiment comprised the presen-
tation of a sound and a subsequent button press (middle and index
fingers of the left and right hand). Participants were asked to judge the
degree of modulation rate change over the duration of the sound using a
four-point rating scale (ranging from 1 to 4). In one half of the blocks, a
rating of 1 referred to the perception of strongly decreasing modulation
rate (slowing down) and 4 to the perception of strongly increasing mod-
ulation (speeding up), while in the other half of the blocks response
mappings were reversed. Response mappings were alternated between
blocks, and participants were reminded of the specific instructions before
each block began, and after each sound presentation before responding.

The experiment was divided into six blocks. Within each block, 10
trials (with different carrier frequencies) of each of the nine conditions
were randomly presented. Hence, 60 trials of each condition were pre-
sented overall.

Before the MEG recording, participants were presented with extreme
examples of modulation rate changes without changes in pitch, to famil-
iarize them with the relevant stimulus dimension. Furthermore, partici-
pants conducted a short training block similar to the experimental blocks
before the MEG recording started.

Behavioral data analysis
In half of the blocks, the button assignment was switched. Thus, responses
were transformed such that for each trial “1” related to the percept of
strongly slowing down and “4” strongly speeding up. Subsequently, re-
sponses were zero-centered (where �1.5 reflects strongly slowing down and
1.5 speeding up), and mean perceptual ratings were acquired for each con-
dition and participant by averaging across trials.

For the statistical analysis, a repeated-measures ANOVA (rmANOVA)
with the factors Rate (decrease; no change; increase) and Pitch (decrease;
no change; increase) was carried out on the behavioral ratings. Linear
trend analyses were conducted to test whether ratings changed linearly
along rate and pitch dimensions. Throughout the study, whenever the
assumption of sphericity was violated, Greenhouse–Geisser correction
was applied (Greenhouse and Geisser, 1959).

MEG recording and data preprocessing
Participants were seated in an electromagnetically shielded room (Vacu-
umschmelze). MEG was recorded at a sampling rate of 500 Hz using a
306-channel Neuromag Vectorview MEG (Elekta). Electrooculogram
was recorded from vertical and horizontal bipolar montages to measure
blinks and eye movements. The data were filtered online from DC to 160
Hz. During blocks, the position of the participant’s head was measured
by five continuous head position indicator coils. Participants did not
move �15 mm (mean: 4 mm) within a block of recording.

The signal space separation method was applied offline to suppress
external interferences, interpolate bad channels, and transform individ-

Figure 1. Stimulus design and behavioral ratings. a, Rate � Pitch stimulus design. Stimuli
were FM sounds that varied in modulation rate (decrease, no change, or increase over time) and
pitch (decrease, no change, or increase over time). Here, the frequency modulation of example
sounds is depicted, with the sounds’ frequency displayed on the y-axis and time on the x-axis.
Note that changes in modulation rate are schematic and were smaller in the actual stimuli. b,
Mean behavioral ratings (�SEM) along the Rate and Pitch dimensions. Behavioral ratings are
zero-centered, such that positive ratings belong to the percept of speeding up and negative
values to the percept of slowing down.
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ual data to a common sensor space that allows statistical comparisons
across participants (Taulu et al., 2004).

Data analysis was carried out using the Fieldtrip software
[http://fieldtrip.fcdonders.nl/; v20120826 (Oostenveld et al., 2011)] in
combination with custom Matlab scripts. In the current study, only the
204 orthogonal planar gradiometers in 102 locations were used, as they
are most sensitive to magnetic fields coming directly from below them
(Hämäläinen et al., 1993). MEG recordings were high-pass filtered of-
fline at 1.2 Hz (zero-phase-shift), low-pass filtered at 80 Hz (zero-phase-
shift), and down-sampled to 200 Hz. Recordings were divided into
epochs of �2.5 to 7 s time-locked to the stimulus onset. Singular value
decomposition (SVD) was carried out to find the number of spatial
components explaining 99.9% variance in the data, and independent
components analysis (ICA) was applied to those components to correct
for artifacts such as eye movements, heart activity, and noisy channels.
Finally, data were projected back to the original 204 MEG channels, and
epochs were excluded if the signal range was larger than 200 pT/m in any
of the gradiometer channels.

In three participants, the main ICA components showing clear poste-
rior alpha activity were excluded because in these participants a high
number of trials would have been lost in the subsequent signal-range
artifact rejection procedure. In one participant, one block of MEG data
could not be used for the brain data analysis due to technical problems.
For this participant, the number of trials selected in the analyses de-
scribed below was adjusted accordingly.

MEG data analysis
Neural entrainment to rhythmic stimulation. In a first analysis, the aim
was to examine whether the rhythmic FM stimulus leads to neural phase-
locking/entrainment of brain responses. On this account, single-trials
were averaged for each of the three pitch conditions at constant rate. For
each participant, condition and channel, a fast Fourier transform (FFT;
zero-padded; 0.005 Hz frequency resolution) was then applied to the 1– 4
s time interval tapered with a Hann window, and power spectra were
calculated as the squared magnitude of the resulting complex values.
Finally, power spectra were averaged across all channels. For the statisti-
cal analysis, mean power in the 3.9 – 4 Hz frequency bins was tested
against the mean power of 0.1 Hz wide neighboring bins reflecting noise
(cf. Picton et al., 2003). Note that these analyses were only conducted on
the three pitch conditions at constant rate because changes in the neural
oscillatory dynamics over time are more precisely captured in time-
frequency representations (see below).

Source localization of entrained brain areas. To examine with high spa-
tial resolution which brain areas were entrained by the rhythmic stimu-
lation, source localizations were calculated for the three pitch conditions
at constant rate. On this account, individual T1-weighted MRI images
(3T Magnetom Trio, Siemens AG) were used to construct topographical
representations of the cortical surface of each hemisphere (using Free-
surfer; (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/).

Using the MNE toolbox (http://www.martinos.org/mne/), the MR
and the MEG coordinate systems were coregistered using approximately
150 digitized points on the head surface (Polhemus FASTRAK 3D digi-
tizer). In each participant, a boundary element model was computed
using the inner skull surface as volume conductor. Individual source
models were constructed using the mid-gray matter surface in each
hemisphere. On this account, the �130,000 vertices describing the cor-
tical surface of one hemisphere were reduced to 10,242 vertices.

For the inverse solution, brain activity was projected to source space
using an adaptive spatial filter in the frequency domain [dynamic imag-
ing of coherent sources (DICS); (Gross et al., 2001)]. The DICS tech-
nique is based on the cross-spectral density matrix, which was obtained
from the single-trial average in each condition by applying a Hann-taper
FFT estimate of the 1– 4 s time interval and the 3.95 Hz frequency bin.
Source localization was conducted independently for each hemisphere.
Thus, two source localizations were conducted in each participant and
condition, one for the left hemisphere (using only the sources and chan-
nels in the left) and one for the right (using only the sources and channels
in the right). Calculating inverse solutions for each hemisphere indepen-
dently is justified here, because activation sensor topographies clearly

show left and right auditory maxima and the gradiometer channels only
pick up magnetic fields coming from close proximity [mostly from the
cortical sheet; for a similar approach see the study by Millman et al.
(2010)]. For the final activation distribution, a neural activity index
(NAI) was calculated by dividing the activation by the noise power esti-
mate (Van Veen et al., 1997).

To average solutions across participants, the individual cortical repre-
sentations were transformed to a sphere representation, which resulted
in a unique coordinate system for all participants (Fischl et al., 1999b).
For visual purposes, this representation was finally morphed to the par-
tially inflated cortical surface of the Freesurfer standard brain [fsaverage
(Fischl et al., 1999a)].

Intertrial phase coherence: neural best frequency and strength of coher-
ence. Next, a time-frequency representation of each trial was acquired
using the Fieldtrip implemented version of the Wavelet approach, where
the time series was convolved with Morlet wavelets (Tallon-Baudry and
Bertrand, 1999). Single-trial time-frequency representations were calcu-
lated for the 1– 4 s poststimulus onset time interval (in steps of 0.02 s) and
the 2– 6 Hz frequencies (in steps of 0.05 Hz) with a wavelet size of six
cycles. Note that the chosen time window excludes sound onset and
offset responses.

The resulting complex values were used to calculate intertrial phase
coherence (ITPC) (Lachaux et al., 1999). ITPC is a measure of phase-
locked neural activity over trials, and hence reflects the consistency with
which neural responses were phase-locked to the stimulus from trial to
trial. Thus, in the context of stimulus-driven neural entrainment, ITPC
can be interpreted as the precision with which neural phase on each trial
is coupled to the rhythmic stimulation. That is, increased variability of
trial-by-trial phase-locking decreases the ITPC measure, while ITPC in-
creases when trial-by-trial variability is reduced.

For each participant and condition, intertrial phase coherence was
calculated for each channel and time-frequency bin, and then averaged
across the 56 channels in 28 locations over auditory cortices (see Fig.
3a,b). Three dependent measures were estimated from these ITPC time-
frequency representations using linear fits to ITPC values: (1) neural best
frequency (in Hz) at sound offset, (2) epoch-final ITPC strength, and (3)
change in ITPC strength over time.

To obtain stable estimates of these dependent measures for each par-
ticipant and condition, ITPC time-frequency representations were fed
into a simplified jackknifing approach (Smulders, 2010). For each con-
dition, one participant was left out, while the ITPC time-frequency rep-
resentations of the remaining participants were averaged. Subsequently,
the frequency at which ITPC was highest (best frequency) and the corre-
sponding ITPC value were extracted independently for each time point.
Then, a linear function was fitted to the extracted best frequencies as a
function of time, and the neural best frequency at 4.5 s was predicted
using the estimated coefficients. The extrapolation of the predicted neural
best frequency to the 4.5 s time point was chosen to relate it to the physical
modulation rate at the sound offset. Furthermore, a linear function was fitted
to the extracted best frequency ITPC values as a function of time. Coeffi-
cients from the linear fit were used to predict ITPC values for the 3.8–4 s time
interval. These predicted epoch-final ITPC values were then averaged to
obtain a measure of ITPC strength. Slope values of the linear fit were used as
a measure of change in ITPC strength over time. This procedure was
repeated such that each participant was left out once, separately for each
condition. To obtain for each condition a participant-specific (i.e., within-
subject) estimate of the three dependent measures for analysis with an
rmANOVA, the equation proposed for the simplified jackknifing approach
was used (Smulders, 2010) as follows: yi � nX� � �n � 1�xi, where yi refers
to a participant-specific estimate of one dependent measure in one condi-
tion, xi to the sub-average of that measure for which the participant was left
out, n to the number of participants, and X� to the mean across sub-averages
in x. Critically, although jackknifing makes uses of sub-averages across par-
ticipants to calculate stable estimates of individual data, the approach of
Smulders (2010) effectively transfers the subaverage values back to the indi-
vidual participant. That is, the individual estimates from the current jack-
knifing approach reflect within-participant measures that should be
interpreted similar to those derived from original single-participant ITPC
values.
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For the statistical analyses, independent Rate (decrease; no change;
increase) � Pitch (decrease; no change; increase) rmANOVAs were con-
ducted for each dependent measure: predicted neural best frequency (in
Hz) at sound offset, epoch-final ITPC strength, and slope values (i.e.,
change of ITPC strength over time).

Cerebro-acoustic phase lag. Condition-specific phase lags between the
acoustic signal and the neural responses were calculated using cross-
correlation. To this end, single-trials were averaged for each condition
separately and the 1– 4 s poststimulus onset time interval was chosen for
the analysis. The condition-specific averaged neural responses were cor-
related with their respective frequency modulation of the acoustic signal
(1– 4 s time interval), and correlations were calculated for time lags rang-
ing from �0.33 to 0.33 s. Subsequently, the time lag at which the corre-
lation between acoustic signal and MEG signal was highest was extracted
and converted to a phase lag/angle (in radians). Conversion of time lag
(linear) to phase lag (circular) and subsequent analyses using circular
statistics was carried out to account for autocorrelations in the acoustic
signal, which prohibit inferences about whether the brain signal was
leading or lagging the acoustic signal. Cross-correlation and extraction of
cerebro-acoustic phase lag was conducted at each channel separately.

For the statistical analysis, a Harrison–Kanji test was carried out using
the phase lag (angle) as dependent measure (Berens, 2009). In essence,
the Harrison–Kanji test reflects a circular version of a two-way ANOVA
that tests whether mean directions of two or more groups are identical or
not. The circular ANOVA included the factors Rate (decrease; no change;
increase) and Pitch (decrease; no change; increase). Statistical analyses
were conducted at each channel separately and significance levels were
Bonferroni-corrected (yielding PBonf) to account for multiple tests across
channels. Results are expressed as topographical sensor distributions for
Rate and Pitch main effects and the Rate � Pitch interaction.

Single-trial classification of rate and pitch conditions. To examine
whether single-trial time-frequency data contain sufficient information
to correctly decode the different conditions, single-trial classifications
were carried out following the approach described in the study by Ng et
al. (2013) (see also Luo and Poeppel, 2007).

In detail, classifications were independently conducted on single-trial
time-frequency phase representations (calculated as the angle of the
complex Wavelet transform coefficients) and on single-trial time-
frequency power representations (calculated as the squared magnitude of
the complex Wavelet transform coefficients). On this account, each trial
was organized, such that it consisted of one concatenated time-frequency
vector, containing 1– 4 s of time information (in steps of 0.02) at each of
the 3.2– 4.7 Hz frequency bins (in steps of 0.05 Hz).

Single-trial classification was then carried out as follows. First, one trial
of one condition was left out. Second, for each condition, a template was
created as the average across all remaining trials of that condition (circu-
lar mean for phase data). Third, the distance between each template and
the trial that was left out was calculated using the circular distance (and
then the circular mean over time and frequency) for phase data and the l2
norm of the linear distance for power data. Finally, the decoded label of
that trial was selected as the label of the template to which the distance
was smallest.

Classification was carried out for each trial of each condition and
separately for each channel. A decoding matrix was extracted as a de-
coded label � stimulus label matrix containing proportions of classified
trials. Decoding matrices were averaged over the 56 channels at the 28
locations over auditory cortices (see Fig. 3a). The diagonal of the decoded
label � stimulus label matrix reflects the correctly classified conditions,
thus the decoding accuracy.

In a first overall classification, all nine conditions were fed into the
classification approach. This led to one 9 � 9 decoding matrix for phase
data and one 9 � 9 decoding matrix for power data in each participant,
thereby providing an overall distribution of decoding results. However, if
one dimension (e.g., modulation rate) is more accurately decoded than
the other dimension (e.g., pitch), comparisons against chance level could
be positively biased.

Thus, three independent classifications were conducted to decode
pitch conditions (separately for phase and power data), one within each
rate condition (decrease; no change; increase). In these classifications

rate was kept constant, while the pitch conditions were decoded. Decod-
ing accuracies, that is the individual elements of the decoding matrix
diagonal, were extracted for each pitch condition in each classification.

Likewise, three independent classifications were conducted to decode
rate conditions (separately for phase and power data), one within each
pitch condition (decrease; no change; increase). Hence, in these classifi-
cations pitch was kept constant, while the rate conditions were decoded.
Decoding accuracies were extracted for each rate condition in each
classification.

Decoding accuracies were then tested against chance level ( p � 1/3)
using a one-sample t test. To account for multiple comparisons, the
Bonferroni correction was applied for chance-level tests (yielding PBonf).

Classification of subjective modulation rate perception. To investi-
gate whether the subjective percepts of “slowing down” and “speeding
up” can be accurately decoded from neural phase data, single-trials of
the three pitch conditions (decrease; no change; increase) within the
no-change rate condition were sorted according to the participants’
button presses. Trials that were responded to with “1” or “2” were
categorized as slowing down and trials that were responded to with
“3” or “4” were categorized as speeding up. Participants who had 	60
trials in one of the perceptual categories (N � 4) were excluded from
this analysis. For the remaining participants (N � 14), classification
was conducted on 60 randomly drawn trials per perceptual category
(i.e., approximating the number of trials per category in the analysis
describe above). Randomly drawing trials from each category and
subsequent classification was repeated 100 times, and decoding accu-
racies were averaged across repetitions and the 56 channels in 28
positions over auditory cortices. Decoding accuracies were then
tested against chance level ( p � 0.5) using a one-sample t test (in-
cluding Bonferroni correction).

Results
Perceived modulation rate depends on both rate and
pitch change
To investigate whether pitch changes induced distortions in per-
ceived modulation rate, behavioral ratings were analyzed in a
Rate � Pitch rmANOVA. The rmANOVA revealed main effects
of Rate (F(2,34) � 52.88, p 	 0.001, � � 0.523) and Pitch (F(2,34) �
61.37, p 	 0.001, � � 0.545), whereas the Rate � Pitch interac-
tion was not significant (F(4,68) � 1.78, p � 0.169, � � 0.670).
Linear trends were significant along both dimensions. With in-
creasing rate (F(1,17) � 52.88, p 	 0.001) and increasing pitch
(F(1,17) � 63.67, p 	 0.001), participants reported that the sounds
were speeding up (Fig. 1b). These results show that participants
perceived modulation rate changes, but at the same time show
that their modulation rate judgments were strongly biased by
changes in pitch.

Auditory cortex activity entrains to rhythmic
acoustic stimulation
Regarding the neural data, we first examined the neural responses
entrained by the rhythmic stimulation, and, second, localized the
brain regions showing the strongest entrained response. In each
of the three pitch conditions at constant rate (i.e., rate-no-change
condition), brain activity was significantly enhanced at the
sounds’ modulation rate, at 3.95 Hz (mean power 3.9 – 4 Hz
tested against the mean power of 0.1 Hz wide neighboring bins
reflecting noise; for all, F(1,17) � 25, p 	 0.001). We also observed
a significant peak at the 7.9 Hz frequency over auditory cortices
(first harmonic; for all, F(1,17) � 7.0, p 	 0.05). However, in the
following we focus on the neural frequencies that correspond to
the stimulation frequencies because a response peak at the first
harmonic of the stimulation frequency is a well-known finding
for frequency-modulated sounds (Picton et al., 2003; Henry and
Obleser, 2012).
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For the 3.95 Hz frequency bin, the brain regions entraining to
the rhythmic stimulation were localized. In line with the topo-
graphical distributions of the 3.95 Hz power in sensor space (Fig.
2, top), source reconstructions show strongest activity in audi-
tory cortex areas (Fig. 2, bottom).

Neural oscillatory activity is driven by modulation rate
In a next step, we investigated whether sounds eliciting a
strong illusion of modulation rate change influence the exact
frequency of the neural responses. To this end, the neural best
frequency at sound offset (4.5 s) was estimated from the
maximal-phase-locking trajectory of the ITPC time-frequency
representations (Fig. 3) and subjected to a Rate (decrease; no
change; increase) � Pitch (decrease; no change; increase)
rmANOVA. The rmANOVA revealed a main effect of Rate
(F(2,34) � 1161.81, p 	 0.001), but no effect of Pitch (F(2,34) �
0.72, p � 0.495) and no Rate � Pitch interaction (F(4,68) �
1.72, p � 0.157). The neural best frequency at sound offset was
largest (i.e., fastest) in the rate-increase conditions, smallest
(i.e., slowest) in the rate-decrease conditions, and intermedi-
ate in the rate-no-change conditions (for the three pairwise
comparisons, F(1,17) � 500, p 	 0.001).

Thus, although changes in pitch induced strong distortions in
the perceived modulation rate, the exact frequency of the neural
responses was only sensitive to the sounds’ physical modulation
rate and was unaffected by pitch changes (Fig. 3c). In fact, mean
estimated neural best frequencies at sound offset (3.29, 3.93, and
4.54 Hz for rate-decrease, no change, and increase, respectively)
very closely matched the physical stimulus modulation rates pre-
sented to the participants (3.28, 3.95, and 4.62 Hz, respectively).
These results indicate that a strong perceptual illusion does not
affect, or result from, changes to the exact frequency of the neural
response.

Intertrial phase coherence is enhanced during congruent
rate-pitch percepts
To investigate which neural signature would instead reflect the
robust illusory rate change, epoch-final ITPC strength (at 3.8 – 4
s) and change in ITPC over time (slopes from linear fits) were
analyzed.

A Rate (decrease; no change; increase) � Pitch (decrease; no
change; increase) rmANOVA testing for differences in epoch-
final ITPC strength revealed no effect of Rate (F(2,34) � 0.54, p �
0.588), but a main effect of Pitch (F(2,34) � 8.25, p � 0.001).
Importantly, the Rate � Pitch interaction was significant
(F(4,68) � 4.55, p � 0.008, � � 0.688). For pitch decrease condi-
tions, ITPC strength decreased linearly as a function of stimulus
modulation rate (F(1,17) � 6.16, p � 0.024). The opposite pattern
was observed for pitch increase conditions, such that ITPC increased
linearly as a function of stimulus modulation rate (F(1,17) � 6.73, p �
0.019). Thus, for a particular modulation rate condition, ITPC was
strengthened when the rate–pitch manipulation yielded a congruent
percept (i.e., when both modulation rate and pitch increased, or
when both modulation rate and pitch decreased), but remained con-
stant across rate conditions when pitch was not changing (F(1,17) �
0.35, p � 0.562; see Fig. 3d).

To examine changes in ITPC strength over time, slope values
of the linear fits were fed into a Rate � Pitch rmANOVA. No
effect of Rate (F(2,34) � 0.92, p � 0.407) or Pitch (F(2,34) � 2.51,
p � 0.096) was observed. However, the Rate � Pitch interaction
was significant (F(4,68) � 4.23, p � 0.004). The effects were con-
sistent with the effects observed for epoch-final ITPC strength.
For pitch decrease conditions, slopes decreased linearly as a func-
tion of modulation rate (F(1,17) � 9.78, p � 0.006). Although not
statistically significant, the pattern was opposite for pitch increase
conditions (F(1,17) � 2.79, p � 0.113). Slopes increased linearly as
function of modulation rate. Slopes were not different across rate
conditions when pitch was constant (F(1,17) � 0.36, p � 0.556). In

Figure 2. Brain activity power spectra and source localizations. Top, Power spectra for the three pitch conditions at constant rate (mean over channels and participants). Asterisks mark significant
enhancement of power at the sound’s modulation rate (3.95 Hz; p 	 0.001). Sensor topographical distributions are shown for the mean of the 3.9 – 4 Hz frequency bins. Bottom, Source localization
of NAI at 3.95 Hz. Activity is displayed on a partially inflated standard brain surface, with dark gray representing sulci and light gray representing gyri. Enlarged displays of auditory cortices are
provided for white dashed squares (LH, left hemisphere; RH, right hemisphere; HG, Heschl’s gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus).
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fact, almost no change in ITPC strength over time was observed
for conditions with constant pitch (Fig. 3e).

In a further analysis, the pitch-induced rate illusion (i.e., be-
havioral bias in perceived rate change) was linked to the ITPC
patterns. Participants were split into weakly and strongly biased
groups using the median of the strength of the linear trend of
behavioral ratings as a function of pitch change (averaged over
rate conditions). The linear trends reflect the degree to which
participants’ judgment of rate change was biased by pitch. For
each group, a Rate � Pitch rmANOVA was conducted for
epoch-final ITPC strength as well as for slope values (reflect-
ing changes in ITPC strength over time). Importantly, the
Rate � Pitch interactions were significant in the group that
was strongly biased (ITPC strength: F(4,32) � 3.08, p � 0.030;
slope: F(4,32) � 3.66, p � 0.015), but not in the group that was
weakly biased (ITPC strength: F(4,32) � 1.67, p � 0.181; slope:
F(4,32) � 1.39, p � 0.258).

These results show that the pattern of ITPC, that is, increased
ITPC with increasing congruency of the rate–pitch manipula-
tions, was strongest in participants perceiving the strongest illu-
sion of modulation rate change.

Pitch changes affect cerebro-acoustic phase lag
The phase lag between the frequency modulation of the acoustic
signal and the neural oscillatory responses was calculated at each
sensor. A circular ANOVA (Harrison–Kanji test) was carried out
to test for differences in phase lag (angle) between conditions.

Figure 4a displays Bonferroni-corrected significance levels
(PBonf) for the main effects of Pitch and Rate and the Rate � Pitch
interaction. Pitch had a strong influence on the direction of the
phase lag (angle) showing consistent differences between condi-
tions (Fig. 4b) in channels over right auditory cortex. The main
effect of Rate and the Rate � Pitch interaction did not reveal

Figure 3. ITPC for the 3 Rate � 3 Pitch conditions. a, Sensor topographical distributions of ITPC values for each condition (mean across 1– 4 s and 3.2– 4.7 Hz). Bottom, 28 positions of the 56
channels over auditory cortices used for subsequent analyses. b, ITPC for all conditions (mean across the 56 channels over auditory cortices, see a). c, Mean estimated neural best frequency (�SEM)
at sound offset (4.5 s) for each condition. d, Mean epoch-final ITPC strength (�SEM; 3.8 – 4 s time interval). e, Mean estimated slopes (of linear fits; �SEM) reflecting change of ITPC strength over
time.
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significant sensor distributions. Thus, pitch changes alone were
affecting the cerebro-acoustic phase lag.

Single-trial phase (but not power) patterns code for rate and
pitch changes
In an overall analysis, classification was simultaneously applied to
all nine conditions. Decoding from neural phase data clearly
shows a high proportion of trials classified along the diagonal,
thus indicating systematically correct classification (Fig. 5a, left),
while classification results were unsystematic when conditions
were decoded from neural power data (Fig. 5a, right).

To statistically test whether decoding accuracies in each con-
dition exceeded chance, classifications were conducted indepen-
dently within each rate condition, while pitch was decoded, and
then within each pitch condition, while rate was decoded.

Classification of pitch conditions from phase data (i.e., keep-
ing rate constant) revealed decoding accuracies larger than
chance level for pitch-decrease (for all, t(17) � 7.5, PBonf 	 0.001)
and pitch-increase conditions (for all, t(17) � 6.5, PBonf 	 0.001),
but not for constant-pitch conditions (for all, t(17) 	 3.5, PBonf �
0.15; Fig. 5b, first column). Classification of rate conditions (i.e.,
keeping pitch constant) revealed decoding accuracies larger than
chance level for rate-decrease (for all, t(17) � 8.0, PBonf 	 0.001),
rate-no-change (for all, t(17) � 6.5, PBonf 	 0.001) and rate-

increase conditions (for all, t(17) � 7.0, PBonf 	 0.001; Fig. 5b,
second column). When decoding from power data, none of the
conditions (rate or pitch) could be classified better than chance
(for all, t(17) 	 3.0; PBonf � 0.55; Fig. 5b, third and fourth
column).

These results show that neural phase patterns code for both
rate and pitch changes. Neural power patterns, on the other hand,
did not contain sufficient information to separate conditions.

Subsequently, we investigated the topographical distributions
of classification performance on phase data for rate and pitch
decoding. On this account, decoding accuracies of the conditions
that showed accuracies significantly larger than chance level (Fig.
5b, first and second column) were averaged at each of the 204
channels, independently for rate and pitch classifications. Decod-
ing accuracies were largest over auditory cortex areas for rate and
pitch classifications (Fig. 6a). Yet, decoding accuracies (averaged
across the 28 channels over each auditory cortex) in the pitch
classifications showed a right-hemispheric bias approaching sig-
nificance (F(1,17) � 3.80, p � 0.068). In contrast, accuracies were
bilaterally distributed for rate decoding (F(1,17) � 0.06, p � 0.814;
Fig. 6a).

Finally, we investigated whether the neural phase data would
also allow decoding the subjective percepts of slowing down and
speeding up of the modulation rate from neural phase data (Fig.
6b). Decoding accuracies were significantly larger than chance
level (for both, t(13) � 4.5, PBonf 	 0.02), showing that neural
phase data contain information about the subjective perception
of modulation rate changes in sounds.

Discussion
The current study investigated the neural oscillatory dynamics of
time perception and asked how strong illusory rate change per-
cepts relate to neural oscillatory entrainment. The results can be
summarized as follows: (1) Perceived stimulus modulation rate is
strongly biased by changes in pitch (illusory rate change percept);
(2) but the exact frequency of the neural response is exclusively
determined by the stimulus modulation rate, and is not related to
pitch-induced illusions; (3) pitch change, however, does influ-
ence the neural phase patterns of the entrained neural oscillations
(affecting phase coherence and cerebro-acoustic phase lag).
These findings directly relate human time perception to neural
oscillatory dynamics.

Perceptual interaction of modulation rate and pitch
Consistent with previous findings, the current behavioral data
revealed a strong perceptual interdependence between modula-
tion rate and pitch. Participants overestimated the sound’s mod-
ulation rate when pitch increased and underestimated the rate
when pitch decreased (Shigeno, 1986; Henry and McAuley, 2009;
Boltz, 2011). This perceptual rate-change illusion is even forceful
to the point that opposing rate–pitch manipulations perceptually
cancel out (Fig. 1) (cf. Boltz, 1998, 2011).

As a mechanism underlying this perceptual interdependence,
it has been suggested that learned structural covariations (e.g., in
speech and music) distort perceived rate so that expectations are
fulfilled to achieve the learned structural unification (Jones et al.,
1978; Boltz, 2011). Given the current neural activity observa-
tions, it seems then that such expectation-related processes oper-
ate already at the level of auditory cortices (see below).

Entrainment of neural oscillations in auditory cortices
We observed increased neural responses at the stimulus modula-
tion frequency localized to auditory cortices. This indicates that

Figure 4. Cerebro-acoustic phase lag. a, Topographical distributions of Bonferroni-
corrected significance levels (PBonf) of the Pitch and the Rate main effects and the Rate � Pitch
interactions from the circular ANOVA (Harrison–Kanji test). b, Individual phase lags (angles)
and mean resultant vector for each condition as obtained at one gradiometer channel over right
auditory cortex (marked by the black cycle in a).
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neural oscillations in auditory cortex entrain to the rhythm in the
acoustic stimulation (Fujioka et al., 2009; Henry and Obleser,
2012; Lakatos et al., 2013), and confirms that time–pitch interde-
pendence is neurally coded in activations of auditory sensory
cortices (Shigeno, 1986).

Outside auditory cortex proper, previous studies localized
widely distributed neural substrates for time perception, includ-
ing basal ganglia, supplementary motor area, and cerebellum
(Grahn and Rowe, 2009; Teki et al., 2011; McAuley et al., 2012).
However, most of these studies used functional imaging and thus
do not allow inferences about the role of entrained neural oscil-
lations in perceived time (but see Fujioka et al., 2012).

Auditory cortex activity, in contrast, flexibly tracks a variety of
rhythmic stimulation rates (Picton et al., 2003; Lakatos et al.,

2005), and has been implicated in nonlinear oscillatory dynamics
proposed for oscillator models of time perception (Zanto et al.,
2006; Fujioka et al., 2009).

Exact frequency of neural responses is driven by
modulation rate
The current study examined whether the exact frequency of the
neural responses is related to a strong perceptual illusion. This
question directly concerns recent debates about the degree to
which entrainment of neural oscillations influences perception
and vice versa (Giraud and Poeppel, 2012; Obleser et al., 2012;
Peelle and Davis, 2012).

The current findings clearly show that although pitch had a
strong influence on the perceived modulation rate, the exact neu-

Figure 5. Decoding of rate and pitch conditions from time-frequency phase and power patterns (1– 4 s and 3.2– 4.7 Hz). a, Decoding matrices showing proportions of classified trials with rows
reflecting decoded labels and columns reflecting stimulus labels. The diagonal reflects decoding accuracies (proportion of correctly classified trials). b, Decoding accuracies from independent
classifications within rate and pitch dimensions. Dashed lines indicate chance level and the asterisk marks decoding accuracies significantly larger than chance (*PBonf 	 0.001).
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ral frequency was only determined by the modulation rate in the
acoustic stimulation and was unaffected by changes in pitch. This
finding is in line with oscillator models, such that the natural
frequency of an oscillator adapts its period to the stimulation
frequency (Large and Jones, 1999), thereby providing a metric for
veridical rate percepts (see also Loehr et al., 2011). Thus, the
current results show precise entrainment of neural responses by
acoustic sweeps through different stimulation frequencies.

Illusory percepts of time are linked to neural
oscillatory dynamics
In the previous sections we discussed that auditory cortical oscil-
lations are entrained by the frequency in the acoustic stimulation,
thereby coding for veridical percepts of time. Yet, if the stimula-
tion frequency is tracked by neural oscillatory activity regardless
of pitch manipulations, how do illusory percepts emerge?

In the current study we observed modulations of the phase of
the entrained neural oscillation, such that intertrial phase coher-
ence increased with congruent rate–pitch manipulations. Modu-
lations of oscillatory phase have been reported for events that are
highly predictable (Stefanics et al., 2010) and for sequences on
which attention was specifically focused (Lakatos et al., 2008;
Besle et al., 2011). Consequently, an increase in phase coherence
with rate–pitch congruency could in principle be due to more
focused attending to congruent stimulations. However, judging
the direction of modulation rate change is likely more taxing in
incongruent rate–pitch combinations, because rate and pitch
work against each other. Hence, attention-related processes seem
an unlikely explanation for increased intertrial phase coherence
in congruent rate–pitch manipulations.

Here, we consider two alternative explanations. First, intertrial
phase coherence can be interpreted as a measure of neural phase
precision and this phase precision might code for illusory time per-
cepts in neural oscillatory activity. Perceived rate change has been
shown before to be distorted toward slowing down for low-
frequency stimuli and toward speeding up for high-frequency stim-
uli (Feldstein and Bond, 1981; Boltz, 2011). Thus, if the phase of
entrained neural oscillations provides an implicit representation of
time (Large and Jones, 1999), and pitch influences perceived time,
then increased phase precision for congruent manipulations would
“sharpen” the temporal representation coded in the entrained oscil-
lation. In line with this interpretation, effects of phase coherence
were most pronounced in participants that had a strong pitch-
induced rate change illusion. This highlights the link between illu-
sory rate change percepts and neural phase in auditory cortex.

Alternatively, the illusory percept might be related to recruit-
ment of oscillators with different natural frequencies. This inter-

pretation is supported by cerebro-acoustic phase lag differences
observed for pitch conditions. If the frequency of the rhythmic
stimulation diverges from an oscillator’s natural frequency, the
oscillator can still be entrained by the stimulation, but it will tend
to attract back to its natural frequency (Large and Jones, 1999;
Large, 2008). Thus, we will observe phase lags that differ for os-
cillators with different natural frequencies. By this view, an in-
crease in intertrial phase coherence might reflect convergence of
the stimulus frequency toward the oscillator’s natural frequency,
since such convergence increases the stability of entrainment.
Thus, if changes in pitch lead to the recruitment of oscillators
with different natural frequencies (for pitch increases a faster
natural frequency; for pitch decreases a slower natural fre-
quency), intertrial phase coherence would be increased for stim-
ulation frequencies closer to the respective oscillator’s natural
frequency.

The present data deliver mixed results regarding pitch-
induced recruitment of oscillators with different natural frequen-
cies: The current intertrial phase coherence results for changing
pitch (decrease, increase) are consistent with this interpretation;
however, the small phase coherence magnitudes for constant-
pitch conditions that are not different across rates are not. Based
on the phase coherence results for changing pitch, the natural
frequency of the recruited oscillator in constant-pitch conditions
would presumably most closely match the stimulation frequency
when rate is not changing. Consequently, the largest phase coher-
ence magnitude among constant-pitch conditions would have
been expected for the no-rate-change condition because stimu-
lation frequency and natural frequency would diverge for rate
de-/increases. Thus, pitch-induced recruitment of different oscil-
lators as a coding mechanism for illusory time gains decent sup-
port from the present data, but the null finding in phase
coherence regarding the rate conditions at constant pitch also
warrants some caution.

Nonetheless, the current data provide an important dissocia-
tion: Exact neural entrainment to the stimulation frequency pro-
vides a metric for veridical time percepts, while illusory percepts
of rate change relate to alterations in the phase of the entrained
neural oscillation.

Single-trial neural phase patterns code for rate and pitch
Single-trial decoding was able to recover stimulus conditions
from neural phase, but not from neural power patterns (cf. Luo
and Poeppel, 2007; Ng et al., 2013), and revealed a tendency
toward better decoding of pitch conditions in right auditory cor-
tices. This right-hemispheric bias is in line with the current effects
of pitch-induced phase lag and previous studies investigating

Figure 6. Hemisphere-specific decoding accuracies and decoding of subjective ratings. a, Mean decoding accuracy (�SEM) for left and right auditory cortex regions using the phase data. b, Mean
decoding accuracies (�SEM) from decoding the subjective perceptual ratings (slowing down; speeding up) from phase data and statistical results from testing decoding accuracies against chance
level (dashed line). *PBonf 	 0.05; #p 	 0.10; n.s., not significant.
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pitch processing (Johnsrude et al., 2000; Peretz and Zatorre,
2005). More generally, the decoding results suggest that neural
phase patterns are the actual information-bearing elements in
neural population coding (Panzeri et al., 2010), even coding for
subjective percepts of rate change.

Notably, single-trial phase patterns allowed above-chance de-
coding of pitch conditions (decrease, increase) at constant rate
although no difference in phase coherence was observed. Thus,
decoding must have relied on local changes in neural phase pat-
terns potentially related to differences in phase lag (Figs. 4, 5). We
suggest that local shifts in neural phase might operate in a manner
similar to physical phase perturbations used previously (Large et
al., 2002). In this regard, local variations of the entrained phase
might bias the rate percept over the course of the stimulus.

Conclusions
The current study investigated how neural oscillatory dynamics
code for veridical and pitch-induced illusory percepts of tempo-
ral rate change. Examination of neural dynamics linked perceived
modulation rate change to neural oscillations entrained by the
stimulation frequency. However, entrainment frequency and ef-
fects on neural phase patterns dissociated, in that only the latter
proved a neural signature of illusory rate change percepts. These
results provide insight on how illusory percepts of time are coded
for by neural oscillatory dynamics.
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